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Proto-industrialization in Europe
SHEILAGH C. OGILVIE*

I. INTRODUCTION

Proto-industrialization is the name given to the expansion of domestic
industries producing goods for non-local markets which took place in
many parts of Europe between the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries.
Often, although not always, such industries arose in the countryside where
they were practised alongside agriculture; usually, they expanded without
adopting advanced technology or centralizing workers into factories. This
widespread industrial growth in early modern Europe has long been a
subject of specialized study.1 But in the 1970s it began to attract much
wider interest, when a series of stimulating articles and books christened it
'proto-industry', and argued that it was a major cause of the transition to
capitalism and factory industrialization.
These new 'theories of proto-industrialization', as they soon came to be
called, agreed about two things: first, proto-industry was central to the
economic development of early modern Europe; and second, it transformed not only the economy, but also demographic behaviour. The new
theories disagreed, however, about practically everything else, including
how and why proto-industry was so important. Franklin Mendels, who in
1972 invented the new term and put forward the first model, argued that
proto-industry led to population growth, which in turn caused protoindustry to expand further, in a self-sustaining spiral. Mendels argued that
this sustained growth in domestic industry led to many of the economic
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changes viewed as essential for factory industrialization: commercialization of agriculture, accumulation of capital, growth of
entrepreneurship, capture of overseas markets, and creation of an
industrial workforce.2 In 1974 David Levine, too, argued that protoindustry caused population growth; more important in his view, however,
was that it created a wage-dependent 'proletariat' for industrial
capitalism.3 In 1976 Joel Mokyr, while rejecting most of these arguments,
claimed that proto-industry in the traditional sector created a pool of
cheap surplus labour for the modern sector, generating the supra-normal
profits to fuel a 'dualistic' growth of the European economy, in
accordance with W. A. Lewis' ' dualistic labour surplus' model of
developing economies.4 Finally, in 1977, three German historians, Peter
Kriedte, Hans Medick, and Jurgen Schlumbohm, shifted the focus away
from industrialization, arguing that proto-industry broke down the
demographic, economic, social, and cultural obstacles in traditional
European society to the development of capitalism?
By 1977, therefore, four different theories of proto-industrialization had
been proposed. All claimed to solve one of the most important problems
in economic history, that of the causes of economic development. This
opened up an empirical vacuum. Although Kriedte, Medick, and
Schlumbohm referred to the older literature on rural industries, there were
still only two empirical studies which directly investigated 'protoindustrialization' as it was now conceived, and these were restricted to the
north-west corner of Europe: Mendels' study of eighteenth-century
Flanders, and Levine's of nineteenth-century Leicestershire. This empirical vacuum, combined with the strong claims of the theories and their
important disagreements, placed proto-industrialization squarely at the
centre of a lively and expanding debate which continues to this day.
Case studies of domestic industries in pre-industrial economies poured
out, particularly during the 1980s. Almost all were very positively inclined
toward the proto-industrialization hypotheses. Research was not restricted to Europe or to the early modern period, but extended to many
non-European economies, including several in the modern developing
world. Theories of proto-industrialization were applied to the historical
development of Japan and the United States, and to the modern
development of Korea, Taiwan, China, India, and Africa.6 Historical
models of proto-industrialization made their way into development
economics and social anthropology, and began to influence analyses of
present-day developing economies.7
Systematic criticism of the models, by contrast, was for many years
almost wholly confined to British historians. Two articles which appeared
in 1983 and 1984 summed up the unease of the 'British empirical
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tradition'. Donald Coleman provided a thorough inventory of the
theories' failure to explain industrialization in Britain, while Rab Houston
and Keith Snell pointed out their failures in Europe more widely.8 The
critics had four main objections. First, proto-industrialization did not
always lead to population growth, and population growth occurred
without proto-industrialization. Second, proto-industrialization was not
consistently associated with either commercialization or stagnation of
agriculture; that is, its relationship with the most important sector of the
pre-industrial economy was unclear. Third, proto-industrialization could
not clearly be linked to any of the 'preconditions for take-off' listed in
Mendels' original article: capital accumulation, entrepreneurship, a pool
of labour for factories, or overseas markets. Finally, proto-industrialization did not invariably lead to factory industrialization - quite often
it led to 'de-industrialization' and a return to agriculture.9
Another question, neglected in the criticisms of proto-industrialization
but explored in some of my own work, was the effect of social
institutions.10 The original theories argued that proto-industrialization
cleared away the obstacles to industrial capitalism by breaking down
traditional social institutions such as village communities, tenurial
systems, guilds, and merchant companies. Research, however, did not
confirm this. In some parts of Europe, village communities and the
institutions regulating access to land and settlement rights were already
weak, without proto-industrialization; in many others they remained very
strong, despite proto-industrialization. Strong institutions did not always
prevent proto-industries from arising, but did usually influence their
subsequent development. Likewise, in some parts of Europe, guilds and
merchant companies could easily be evaded by moving industry outside
the towns; but in many others, cities and corporate groups exercised
considerable influence over the countryside, throughout proto-industrialization. Seldom, outside England and Flanders, were the putting-out system
and the pro to-industrial export trade the domain of individual 'capitalist'
entrepreneurs; instead, they were monopolized by guild-like companies of
finishers and merchants with state privileges. In some parts of Europe,
proto-industrial workers were dispersed and unorganized; in others they
set up guilds, even in the countryside, to defend themselves against the
merchant companies, and to exploit their own employees and suppliers.
Institutions thus varied widely across different European proto-industries
and, far from being broken down, profoundly influenced how these
industries developed.11
There are thus important questions about proto-industrialization which
need to be answered. Happily, a 'second generation' of protoindustrialization studies - represented in different ways by the articles in
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this special issue of Continuity and Change - is beginning to answer them.
These studies all implicitly seek to explain the variation in protoindustrialization across different European societies. In what follows, I
will seek to draw together the factors which are emerging as central to
explaining this variation.
II. TECHNICAL AND PHYSICAL FACTORS

The technical requirements of different proto-industries and the physical
characteristics of different regions helped to determine whether an
industry arose, how it was organized, and whether it affected social
structure or demographic behaviour. Wolfgang Mager explores this
subject in his article for this special issue, in which he sets out a typology
of proto-industry. Mager shows how the incidence and the organization
of different branches of proto-industry differed owing to technical
requirements: raw material and energy sources, the time-commitment and
skill-level required by particular tasks, the cost of tools and raw materials,
and the susceptibility of the product to fluctuations in fashion. Marco
Belfanti makes the same point in his survey of proto-industries in northern
and central Italy: a number of the ' localization factors' which, he argues,
enabled rural industries to arise in the teeth of urban guild opposition
were related to the technical requirements of the industries or the physical
characteristics of the countryside concerned.
A useful way to think about this is in terms of input costs. Like any
form of production, proto-industries required inputs of raw materials,
labour, capital, and sometimes land. The technical requirements of the
industry determined the demand for these inputs - the absolute quantities
required, and the share represented by each input in the final cost (and
thus the selling price) of the output. The physical characteristics of the
region - its climate, soil, natural resources, topographical barriers to
transportation, location near trade routes, and so on - helped to determine
the supply of inputs, and thus the cost of obtaining them. A protoindustry was more likely to arise in a region where, because of physical or
social features, the particular mix of inputs required by its technology
could be obtained at lowest cost. And, once in existence, it was likely to
organize production so as to take advantage of the characteristics of the
region, in order to continue to minimize costs. Any industry which failed
to exploit cost advantages would find itself undercut in all but very
monopolistic export markets, since input costs were a major (although not
the only) influence on output prices.
The cost of raw materials is particularly stressed by Mager, who points
out how linen proto-industries arose in regions whose climate and soil
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were well adapted to the cultivation of flax, and metal proto-industries
arose near sources of ore and fuel. Belfanti, too, identifies water power
and raw material sources as partial causes of the location of rural
industries in certain regions, such as Lombardy (p. 255). Raw material
sources also affected industrial organization. As Mager points out,
industries such as cotton, whose raw materials were imported, tended to
involve more full-time and more centralized employment than those such
as linen, whose raw materials were often cultivated locally, and whose
industrial workers tended therefore to be dispersed, and to work part-time
in agriculture.
In this context, it is further useful to understand cost in the usual
economic sense of opportunity cost - cost not just in money, but in terms
of foregone alternatives. Since the main alternative to proto-industry was
agriculture, the technical requirements of a region's agriculture, and its
physical features as they affected agricultural costs and earnings, also
shaped proto-industry. The opportunity cost (in terms of foregone
agricultural income) of producing proto-industrial raw materials was
partly determined by the physical characteristics of the countryside. For
instance, as Belfanti points out, the aridity of highland Lombardy led to
low grain yields, reducing the opportunity cost of cultivating mulberry
trees for silkworms, and thus of the raw material for silk production (p.
270). Likewise, in the German linen regions described by Mager, soil and
climate were often unfavourable for grain cultivation, lowering the
opportunity cost of producing flax and hemp.
Agriculture also influenced the opportunity cost of the proto-industrial
labour supply, as the rural population allocated time to agricultural and
industrial work according to the relative returns of the two activities. Gay
Gullickson provided an excellent illustration of this principle in her 1986
study of a proto-industrial region of Normandy, and several articles in
this issue explore it further.12 Francois Hendrickx shows how the infertile
soil of Twente, in the Netherlands, gave rise over the centuries to landmanagement practices restricting access to agricultural earnings, causing
parts of the rural population to turn to industry (pp. 328-332). Then in the
1830s a shift from rye to dairy farming altered the relative rewards of
agricultural and industrial work, once again increasing the protoindustrial labour supply, while continuing to provide agricultural options
for industrial workers. This, according to Hendrickx, meant that protoindustry failed to ' proletarianize' the social structure or to transform
demographic behaviour (p. 349). Belfanti traces similar processes in Italy:
poor soil (that is, a low opportunity cost of abandoning agricultural work
for proto-industry) favoured the rise of knitting in the Mantuan
countryside (p. 258), and of woollen-weaving and metal-working in the
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mountain valleys of Brescia and Bergamo (pp. 260ff.). By contrast, the
year-round cultivation demanded by mixed agriculture in Tuscany
precluded complementary employment in proto-industry, at least for
peasants (p. 267) - that is, it made the opportunity cost of proto-industrial
labour too high.
The geographical situation of a region could also affect input costs, and
thus shape its proto-industries. Wierden, one of the two Netherlands
communities studied by Hendrickx, was less proto-industrial than
neighbouring Borne simply because it was located on a major river, so
more of its population engaged in shipping: that is, the opportunity cost
of proto-industrial labour was higher, which caused proto-industry to
move to neighbouring communities (p. 340). Belfanti points out how the
strategic location of some centres in the countryside subject to Bologna
gained them papal privileges permitting rural linen production despite
urban opposition - that is, reducing its costs. Similarly, some Italian
Alpine valleys owed their proto-industries to a geopolitical position which
freed them from costs imposed by state, urban, and corporate institutions,
and gained them cost advantages such as fiscal and customs privileges
(p. 259).
Technical requirements of industries and physical characteristics of
regions thus affected the costs of inputs. Costs in turn influenced whether
a proto-industry would arise to begin with, and how it organized
production subsequently: its links with agriculture, its division of activities
between town and country, and its degree of centralization. This is shown
in the Austrian context, where, as Cerman argues, the metal protoindustries of the Alpine regions must be analysed separately from the
textile proto-industries, because the organization of production and trade
was so different (p. 288). In Austria, even among textile industries,
differing technical requirements resulted in differing divisions of activities
between town and country (pp. 284-285). This in turn had important
implications: as Cerman's research on Vienna shows, an urban environment could profoundly alter the demographic behaviour of a protoindustrial population.
Technical requirements also helped to decide whether goods would be
made in independent craft workshops, in a putting-out system in which
producers depended on merchants for raw materials but still worked at
home, or in centralized manufactories or 'proto-factories'.13 According to
the original proto-industrialization hypothesis, the workshop system
(Kaufsystem) was succeeded by the putting-out system (Verlagssystem),
and this in turn by centralized manufactories. Empirical research,
however, has revealed that in many proto-industries all three existed
simultaneously. Which of the three predominated was influenced,
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according to Mager, by technical requirements. This can also be seen in
terms of costs: the choice of how to organize production depended on
which inputs made up the largest share of production costs, and whether
centralized or dispersed supply of inputs minimized costs. Often,
centralization would minimize costs for one stage of production, while a
dispersed organization would minimize costs for other stages, in one and
the same industry. Cerman proposes the term 'Gemengelage' -'conglomeration ' - to describe the resulting widespread coexistence of
independent workshops, putting-out systems, and centralized manufactories (pp. 286, 289).
Technical requirements affected not only the incidence and economic
organization of proto-industries, but also their social and demographic
ramifications. Cerman argues that the 'conglomeration' of industrial
forms led to a 'conglomeration' of demographic and family forms, at least
in nineteenth-century Vienna (p. 306). This was also true in the rural
context. Hendrickx, too, as we have seen, regards technical characteristics
(this time of the agricultural system) as central to the lack of demographic
response to proto-industrialization in Twente. Indeed, in their survey of
demographic studies of European proto-industrial regions, Kriedte,
Medick, and Schlumbohm conclude explicitly that 'the branch of
industry in question, the concrete shape of the work-process, the
underlying agrarian system, and the extent and nature of the combination
of agrarian and industrial activities' affected reproductive behaviour (p.
224). It is not, therefore, surprising that there was wide variation in
demographic and family patterns across industries and regions.
Ultimately, technical requirements also helped to decide whether
domestic industries could compete with factory industries, as is shown
both by Mager and by Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm in the final
sections of their articles. Whether a proto-industry had enough of a cost
advantage to continue producing after the coming of machines and
factories was decided in part by its technical characteristics (pp. 202, 236).
Yet, though technical requirements of industries and physical
characteristics of regions clearly did influence input costs, helping to
determine both the rise of proto-industries and their subsequent
development, these were not the only variables affecting costs and prices.
Proto-industries arose in regions with no special physical characteristics to
favour their development. As Belfanti shows for Italy, social-structural,
institutional, or political 'localization factors' could suffice. Recent
research casts doubt on the earlier 'eco-typological model', which viewed
the physical characteristics of pastoral and forest regions as the causes of
proto-industrialization - as Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm emphasize, proto-industries arose in many other ecological contexts (p. 230).
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Even industries with the same technical requirements could arise in a
variety of environments, and could develop very differently as a
consequence. Thus, as Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm point out, the
technical factors which Mager argues generally caused woollen protoindustries to shift into centralized manufactories failed to have this effect
in the West Riding of Yorkshire (p. 227). Moreover, many regions with
infertile soils, good energy supplies, or cheap sources of raw materials
failed to develop proto-industries. Technical and physical factors alone,
therefore, were neither necessary nor sufficient to cause proto-industries to
arise or to develop in specific ways. This is not surprising: input costs and
output prices can be affected by other things than technology. In
particular, costs and prices are affected by the social institutions governing
transactions in the goods in question: land, labour, and capital inputs,
and agricultural and industrial output.
III. AGRARIAN INSTITUTIONS

The wide variety of institutions which regulated agriculture — and, indeed,
all economic and social activities - in pre-industrial Europe also affected
proto-industry. Communities and tenurial systems laid down a dense
network of rules about how land could be held, sold, and inherited, how
labour could settle, reproduce and be employed, how capital could be lent
and borrowed, how natural resources could be used, and how agricultural
products could be bought and sold. These rules, which varied enormously
across Europe, affected the costs and prices of most factor inputs and
most products. Counter to what had originally been argued, communities
and tenurial systems were not broken down, or even uniformly affected,
by proto-industry. On the contrary: these institutions themselves shaped
proto-industry, helping to decide whether a rural population would turn
to industrial work, which groups would do so, which tasks they would
engage in, and whether their demographic behaviour would change.14
Communities often regulated whether people could settle, work, hold
land, use common resources, or marry. That is, community rules
controlled the availability, and thus the cost, of labour, land, and natural
resources. The original hypotheses argued that proto-industrialization
broke down community institutions.15 Wider research, however, does not
confirm this. Indeed, community institutions helped to shape protoindustries, by affecting their costs. Hendrickx and Belfanti illustrate how
in the Netherlands and in Italy community regulation of settlement and
resources encouraged proto-industrialization while altering its course.
According to Hendrickx, the marken system - a community institution
granting a group of established families exclusive hereditary rights to
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common land - had two effects on proto-industry in Twente. First, by
limiting access to land, it created a land-poor population available for
industrial by-employments (p. 331)-that is, it lowered the opportunity
cost of the proto-industrial labour supply. Then, in the 1830s, the
abolition of the marken system encouraged some weaver-farmers to sell
their land rights altogether, causing 'the emergence of a system of
domestic mass production' (p. 332). Yet the legacy of the marken system
was that many weavers continued to own small plots, which Hendrickx
argues prevented proto-industry from transforming social structures or
demographic behaviour. Both the timing and the nature of protoindustrialization in Twente, therefore, were influenced by the institutions
governing access to land. Similarly, Belfanti describes how in Cento, in
northern Italy, access to land was regulated by the institution of the
partecipanza, under which all land was communally owned but allocated
to families for twenty-year periods on condition that they lived in the
commune. This led many families to engage in proto-industry so as to
remain in the commune despite lacking enough land for subsistence
(p. 265).
Feudal institutions, too, survived the advent of proto-industry, and
affected its costs. The original hypotheses of the 1970s viewed protoindustrialization as a major force breaking down feudalism and replacing
it by capitalism,16 but this is not borne out empirically. Belfanti describes
how Italian feudal territories, such as those on the Venetian mainland,
protected proto-industries which would otherwise have been crushed by
cities and guilds (p. 259). That is, feudal institutions neutralized the
corporate urban institutions which would have prohibitively increased
industrial costs. Cerman describes how feudal landlords in the eastern
Habsburg lands, particularly Bohemia, set up manufactories on their
estates, compelling serfs to spin and weave as feudal labour dues (p. 289).
Indeed, as is shown by Rudolph's work on Russia, feudal proto-industries
were not uncommon in central and eastern Europe.17 Clearly, protoindustrialization did not bring about the 'transition from feudalism to
capitalism', as had been originally postulated. Rather, proto-industries
themselves were shaped by prevailing agrarian and social arrangements.
Other agrarian institutions also affected industrial costs. Sharecropping
tenancies, for instance, precluded proto-industrial employment for Tuscan
peasants, according to Belfanti, by adjusting farm size to family
membership and contractually obliging tenants to labour for the landlord.
This constraint on the labour force acted as a brake on Tuscan protoindustry into the later eighteenth century (p. 267). The Heuerling system
around Ravensberg, which also interlinked landholding with labour
relationships, affected both the labour available for proto-industry and
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the seasonality of production, as Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm
point out (pp. 225, 231-232).
The communal, feudal, and other institutions regulating access to land
also influenced social structure and demographic behaviour. In their
survey of research, Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm acknowledge that
the nature of the landholding system determined whether protoindustrialization would lead, as had originally been postulated by
themselves and others, to 'proletarianization': the emergence of a wagedependent group with no access to land or agricultural employment (pp.
227-232). In the upper Waldviertel in Austria, strong landlord and
community controls over landholding and settlement permitted protoindustry, but prevented proletarianization and population explosion. In
proto-industrial areas of Switzerland, France, southern Germany, and
Upper Lusatia, smallholding systems remained strong, and protoindustrialization failed to transform the rural social structure or abolish
agricultural by-employment. Even where proto-industrial groups were
landless, institutions such as the Heuerling system continued to affect the
organization of proto-industrial labour within the family. By influencing
the opportunity costs of labour and other resources, agrarian institutions
had far-reaching effects on the options of proto-industrial workers.
One of the most important effects was on their demographic options.
According to the original theory, proto-industrialization led to earlier
marriage, lower celibacy, and higher fertility. A major reason for earlier
marriage was supposed to be that proto-industrial groups were landless
and need not wait to inherit before setting up house. It is now clear,
however, that workers in many proto-industries retained the possibility of
inheriting land, and thus did not lose their incentive to delay marriage. A
second reason proto-industrial couples were supposed to marry young
was to provide themselves with child labour. But recent research surveyed
by Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm in their article reveals cases, such
as Appenzell-Ausserrhoden in Switzerland, in which the family was not
the institution by which labour was mobilized into production; instead,
both parents and children traded their labour in the market, which meant
that there was no special incentive to have large families (pp. 223-4).
Agricultural labour markets could also affect marriage opportunities, as
Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm point out for the east Westphalian
linen industry (p. 225). Agrarian institutions regulating transactions in
land and labour thus affected not only economic but also demographic
decisions by proto-industrial producers.
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IV. INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS

Proto-industries were also affected by the guilds and companies which had
traditionally regulated manufacturing and trade in pre-industrial Europe.
According to the original theory, proto-industries arose in the countryside
to avoid urban guild restrictions. But this was based on an unjustified
generalization of the experiences of England and Flanders. Protoindustries elsewhere in Europe were almost invariably regulated by
corporate groups of 'capitalists', and often also of 'workers'.18
The economic impact of these corporate groups on the working of the
local economy could be quite diverse. Cerman, who also emphasizes that
guilds or guild-like organizations were set up in many proto-industries,
remarks that 'the negative impact of guilds has often been exaggerated'
(p. 282). In the sense that guilds did not prevent proto-industrialization
altogether, this is certainly true. But whether such corporate organizations
benefited any given social group or proto-industry, let alone the widgr
economy, can only be established by detailed study. Corporate groups
sought to reduce input costs and increase output prices. To achieve this
they implemented a variety of measures - entry barriers, output quotas,
quality regulations, technical restrictions, wage ceilings, price floors which were enforced with varying effectiveness. How any given corporate
group affected costs and prices in any given proto-industry therefore
requires detailed investigation, of a sort which has, in most cases, not yet
been carried out.19 However, some general results can be identified.
In Austria, it seems clear from Cerman's article, guilds and merchant
companies constrained growth in many proto-industries until the late
eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries. The rural proto-industries of
Upper Austria, the Waldviertel, and the south Bohemian border only
began to boom after 1762, when the monopoly of the Schwechat company
was abolished (p. 289). This suggests that the company's corporate
privileges had endowed it with effective cost advantages. In Vienna, the
proto-industrial silk-weavers in 1713 obtained guild privileges from the
Emperor, which were not weakened until the late eighteenth century,
when conflict broke out with state-privileged non-guild manufacturers;
the struggle reached its climax only after 1800 (pp. 290-291). Since people
do not expend resources to defend valueless privileges, and since the
decline of the master weavers gave rise to the 'largest-ever' boom in the
industry, after 1794, it seems likely that their guild was able to exercise
significant influence over costs and prices at least until that date.
In other proto-industries in German-speaking central Europe, as well,
companies and guilds continued to enjoy wide-ranging powers. As Mager
emphasises, many aspects of proto-industrial production were carried out
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in cities (p. 188). In few if any cities, at least in Germany, did merchant
companies and guilds lose power before the late eighteenth century,
whatever happened in the countryside. Since a corporate monopoly
sought to reduce prices paid to suppliers and increase prices charged to
buyers, an effective urban guild or company could affect the quantities
and prices faced by its rural workers, irrespective of whether these also
possessed a corporate organization.20 But the control of urban corporate
groups over costs and prices also provided a powerful incentive for rural
proto-industrial workers to form their own guilds. Mager describes how,
in the small iron goods industry of Berg and the trimmings industry of the
Erzgebirg-Vogtland, rural workers ' formed corporate groups in the same
way as urban craftsmen, to secure the "livelihood", regulate training,
enforce quality standards, and implement their interests vis-a-vis the
entrepreneurs and putters-out' (p. 188). Rural guilds formed under similar
pressures in the Wuppertal proto-industry studied by Herbert Kisch, and
in the Wurttemberg hnen and worsted proto-industries studied by Hans
Medick and by myself.21 Urban guilds in one industry could also increase
costs for other industries, as is illustrated by the cases mentioned by
Mager in which broadcloth- and silk-weavers prevailed on the state to
restrict imports of raw cotton (p. 194).
In Italy, guilds and companies had even greater impact on protoindustry than in Germany and Austria. Belfanti describes how in the
'Italy of the Cities', most proto-industries arose in enclaves of
'institutional particularism', denned as 'areas free from the power of the
cities and of urban guilds' (p. 255). Occasionally, merchant groups
prevailed over guilds, and compelled a city to permit rural manufacturing,
as in the Genoese silk velvet industry or the Mantuan knitwear industry,
in the latter case assisted by geographical distance from the guild
jurisdiction (pp. 255-258). But, according to Belfanti, this was exceptional : in most cases, urban guilds prevented the rise of rural protoindustries, which consequently only arose in areas protected by distance
or countervailing feudal or papal privileges (pp. 258-264). Rural guilds
were also established. In some Italian proto-industries, such as the gunbarrel industry in the Trompia Valley, rural workers set up new guilds (p.
262), while in others, such as the Prato wool industry, they simply retained
their medieval guilds. The boom which followed the abolition of the Prato
weavers' guild in 1770 suggests that it had exerted real economic influence
(p. 266). Elsewhere in Tuscany, the Florentine guild only lost its woollenweaving monopoly in 1739, and even then retained various privileges,
contributing to the retardation of Tuscan proto-industrialization (p. 267).
Guilds were so important in central and northern Italy because the
dominant political institutions there was the city-state. German and
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Austrian guilds and companies also, as I have argued elsewhere, owed
their power to their symbiotic relationship with the state.22 Indeed, it is
rare to find a corporate group, whether of merchants or of workers, which
effectively regulated markets without state enforcement. European protoindustries were thus also affected by political institutions.

V. THE ROLE OF THE STATE

Early modern Europe saw the rise both of proto-industries and of the
modern state. Yet the role of the state is one of the least-researched aspects
of proto-industrialization. Partly, this neglect is a reaction against
interpreting state policy as a mirror of reality. Moreover, the original
theories viewed proto-industrialization as causing the transition to
'capitalism' and 'market society', concepts which are held (often
unjustifiedly) to exclude the notion of state intervention in the economy.
It is now becoming clear that this neglect of the state was an over-reaction.
Not only successful economic policies but also those that misfired, and,
indeed, policies undertaken for non-economic purposes (to wage war, for
instance, or to gain domestic political support) could have important if
unintended economic repercussions. Each of the articles in this issue
strikingly illustrates this: while states' direct attempts to encourage protoindustry saw mixed success, their indirect role, particularly in supporting
(or breaking down) other institutions, was substantial.
The state attempted to support proto-industries in all the parts of
Europe discussed in this issue: Germany, the Habsburg monarchy, the
Netherlands, and central and northern Italy. Yet the vast majority of these
attempts failed. As Mager points out, where dispersed production enjoyed
a cost advantage, state-founded manufactories, such as those established
to produce needles in Altena and Iserlohn in the late eighteenth century,
could not complete, and survived only through subsidies (p. 201). Yet, in
the view of Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm, the attempts by many
nineteenth-century German states to introduce dispersed proto-industries,
such as straw-plaiting, to alleviate rural poverty were also largely futile (p.
234). Manufactories operated by the state or by privileged companies with
state support were widespread in the Habsburg territories (pp. 287-290).
However, according to Cerman, they were only part of a 'conglomeration'
of proto-industrial production forms. Moreover, whether they benefited
Austrian economic development is not apparent. Some clearly did not, as
is shown by the textile boom in Austrian and Bohemian proto-industrial
putting-out regions after the Schwechat manufactory lost its state
monopoly in the late eighteenth century (p. 289). Hendrickx takes a more
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sanguine view of the Nederlandsche Handel Maatschappij (NHM), a
state-supported company whose establishment of weaving schools and
purchases of cloth at guaranteed prices helped, in his view, to fuel the
proto-industrial take-off in Twente after 1830 (pp. 333-335). However, it
is not clear how much of the take-off to attribute to these direct state
initiatives, and how much to contemporaneous changes in agriculture and
foreign demand, especially since the NHM existed in the 1820s without
causing any take-off, and reduced its activities after 1841 without causing
any decline. In eighteenth-century Venice and Vicenza, direct state
support for proto-industrial manufactories through tax and customs
privileges was only one of an array of factors - environmental, entrepreneurial, technological, organizational, and economic - which in
Belfanti's view encouraged the growth of these proto-industries (p. 267).
Although, therefore, state intervention in proto-industry was by no means
absent, it seldom had quite the effects desired by its initiators.
By contrast, state activity - often for non-economic purposes - had
massive indirect repercussions on many European proto-industries.
Hendrickx describes how the secession of Belgium from the Netherlands
in 1830 set in motion a re-equilibration of import markets for raw cotton
and export markets for cotton cloth which had huge and lasting
significance for Dutch proto-industry (p. 334). Belfanti shows how
strategic considerations led central and north Italian states to grant
industrial privileges to remote, frontier, or mountainous parts of their
territories (p. 260). Military pressures also turned the state into a major
consumer of proto-industrial products, as J. K. J. Thomson showed in his
1982 study of the Languedoc woollen industry.23 Similarly, Belfanti
describes how fluctuations in military demand played a large role in the
expansions and contractions of the gun-barrel proto-industry in the
valleys of Brescia (p. 263).
Most important, however, was that the state could reinforce or weaken
other social institutions. As we have seen, such institutions influenced
most social, demographic, and economic decisions: settlement, marriage,
work, landholding, resource allocation, access to markets, and every form
of commerce and trade. Communities and landlords were only able to
regulate so many activities which affected proto-industrial and agricultural
costs because of the enforcement they got from the state. In territorial
states, government was impossible without the co-operation of traditional
local-level institutions. The central state supported local rules in tacit
exchange for local co-operation in implementing taxation, conscription,
and regulation. The importance of this symbiosis between state and local
institutions emerges from every study of the growth of' social control' on
the local level in early modern Europe.24 Its importance for proto172
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industries emerges from several of the articles in this issue. Hendrickx
recounts how the central and provincial state provided the initial impetus
(in the 1810s) and the legal framework (in the 1830s) for the breakup of
the marken system, which played an important role in the proto-industrial
take-off in Twente (p. 331). Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm draw
attention to the maintenance of small land-holdings in many southwest
German proto-industrial regions; this, as we know, owed a great deal to
the enforced symbiosis between community and state in the German
south, which lasted into the nineteenth century.25 In city-states, the
community was coextensive with the state: as Belfanti shows, this was the
most important factor influencing proto-industrialization in northern and
central Italy. In ' feudal' states, which existed in different forms in eastern
Europe, parts of Italy, and the micro-states of southwest Germany, either
the prince was also the major landowner, or the great landowners enjoyed
governmental as well as tenurial powers over their peasants. The
establishment and control of proto-industries by feudal landlords,
described by Cerman and Belfanti, were only possible because in such
territories the state and the tenurial system supported one another. Even
the sharecropping tenancies which delayed proto-industrialization in
Tuscany may have been sustained partly by state support for the landlords
(pp. 266-267).
State support was also crucial for guilds and companies. Guilds were
increasingly concerned during the early modern period to gain state
recognition, and invested considerable resources in lobbying governments
to enforce and expand their privileges. Merchant companies, as well, owed
their existence to monopolies, subsidies, and other privileges granted by
the state, and in return delivered taxes, loans, bribes, and political
support. Enforcing internal cohesiveness and external exclusiveness was
the state's major service to industrial corporate groups. But it also granted
them an array of other privileges: prohibitions on competing protoindustrial branches (especially cotton), as Mager mentions (p. 194); or
freedom from the restrictions of other corporate groups, as Cerman
describes for merchant companies in Bohemia and Austria (p. 289).
Occasionally, states even created ' enclaves 'free of corporate groups, as in
the micro-states of central and northern Italy to which Belfanti refers
(p. 259).
The state thus played a range of roles in proto-industry. It intervened
directly, though not often effectively, to encourage proto-industrial
enterprises. It made war, taxed, administered colonies, and set up customs
barriers, helping to shape the export markets within which protoindustries operated. Above all, the state supported the agrarian and
industrial institutions which, as the 'second generation' of proto173
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industrialization studies reveals, had such a wide-ranging impact on most
proto-industries.
VI. THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF DEMOGRAPHIC BEHAVIOUR

Institutions influenced not just the incidence and development of protoindustries, but their wider effects on social and, especially, demographic
behaviour. The deterministic effects which proto-industry was supposed
to have on marriage, fertility, and household structures have all failed to
emerge from deeper empirical study. This is pointed out by Mager, and
richly documented by Kriedte, Medick, and Schlumbohm, in their articles
for this issue. Proto-industrialization could lead to either earlier or later
marriage. It could be associated with either higher or lower fertility.
Proto-industrial groups could have either larger or smaller families and
households. Proto-industry could even leave any or all of these variables
unchanged. It is clear that other factors than proto-industry influenced
people's demographic behaviour. Fortunately, the 'second generation' of
proto-industrialization studies, such as those by Cerman and Hendrickx
in the present issue, is beginning to identify and explore these factors.
Cerman finds that proto-industry had less effect on demographic
behaviour and household structure in Vienna than did the urban context
and the general economic trend in the first half of the nineteenth century.
The urban context led to high mortality, high in-migration, high sex
ratios, an abnormal age structure, and a higher mean age at marriage
(p. 293). This urban demographic system obscured or neutralized any
specifically proto-industrial demographic pattern there may have been by
this period. The decline of the silk sector after 1830 led proto-industrial
groups to marry later or remain unmarried, to a greater extent than they
had done previously and to a greater extent than other economic groups
(pp. 294, 304). Moreover, in early-nineteenth-century Austria, people had
to get permission from the state before they could marry, which delayed
or prevented marriage among the poor in general, including protoindustrial workers. This combination of urban, conjunctural, and
institutional pressures meant that the Viennese proto-industrial population, at least after 1830, failed to engage in the demographic behaviour
predicted by the original theories of proto-industrialization.
Hendrickx, too, finds that proto-industrialization made no observable
difference to demographic behaviour in the rural region he studies in the
Netherlands. As proto-industrialization progressed, age at marriage
remained constant and high; if anything, the proto-industrial community
married later than the average (p. 343). As a consequence, fertility was
relatively low - indeed, lower in proto-industrial than in other
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occupations. But for Hendrickx the most striking feature of demographic
behaviour in proto-industrial Twente was its continuity across occupational groups, communities, and time-periods. This, he argues, was
because many proto-industrial workers continued to farm, so a riskminimizing 'peasant ' approach to demographic decisions remained
'rational' for them (p. 350). The only demographic distinction Hendrickx
discovers is a higher rate of pre-nuptial conceptions in the Protestant than
in the Catholic community, and this simply reflects a cultural difference
widely observed throughout the Netherlands (p. 348). Demographic
behaviour in proto-industrial Twente, Hendrickx concludes, must be
ascribed to social and cultural continuities which proto-industrialization
failed to disrupt.
Such micro-studies, and those surveyed by Kriedte, Medick, and
Schlumbohm in the first section of their article, show that protoindustrialization was neither necessary nor sufficient for demographic
change. It is not, therefore, surprising that Belfanti also finds that protoindustrialization did not have any systematic demographic effect in central
and northern Italy (p. 273). As is clear from Kriedte, Medick, and
Schlumbohm's survey, the original 'demo-economic' model of protoindustrialization is now being replaced by an array of much more
differentiated theories, which are beginning to investigate the whole
matrix of economic, social, institutional, and cultural constraints which
affected people's demographic decisions.
vn. CONCLUSION: PROTO-INDUSTRY AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

The fascination exercised by theories of proto-industrialization stems
from their claim to have found the causes of capitalism and industrialization. These theories claim to explain economic development and
social change, processes of nearly universal concern. Indeed, in the final
sections of their articles for this issue, both Mager and Kriedte, Medick,
and Schlumbohm pay tribute to the fact that domestic industry is
widespread in modern less-developed countries. This naturally gives rise
to the following question: Does the last twenty years of research on early
modern European proto-industries hold wider lessons for developing
economies?
My answer would be a qualified 'yes'. The 'second generation' of
research on proto-industrialization can help us think more clearly about
economic development, but only by redirecting the debate. For one thing,
proto-industries arose in many parts of early modern Europe, not just
those which first industrialized or became 'capitalist': this special issue
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documents active proto-industries in Germany, Austria, Italy, and the
Netherlands, economies which industrialized relatively late. Similarly,
domestic industries are widespread in many modern economies especially in Africa and India-which are experiencing difficulties in
developing. Such findings suggest that the mere presence of domestic
manufacturing is not, in itself, sufficient for economic development. Much
recent research in the developing world, in fact, suggests that it is
agricultural development, rather than industry, which promises greater
success in increasing the incomes and well-being of the population.26 We
have seen that this was also true of Europe: proto-industries arose in a
number of societies - ' feudal' central and eastern Europe spring to mind
- i n which the economy did not begin to develop rapidly until after
agrarian institutions were reformed.
We have also learned a great deal about demographic behaviour. The
original theories argued that proto-industrialization caused a population
to expand rapidly, breaking the Malthusian homeostatic limits to which
it had adhered for centuries. Yet the ' second generation' of research has
shown that in early modern Europe rapid population growth was neither
ubiquitous in nor restricted to pro to-industrial regions. In making
demographic decisions, people seem to have taken into account a whole
matrix of constraints, among which institutional and social factors were
prominent. Similarly, in most modern developing economies fertility and
population growth are, if anything, highest for the agricultural, not the
domestic-industrial or industrial population. The factors affecting
demographic decisions are by no means thoroughly understood, but
recent research emphasizes institutional and social variables: opportunities for women outside the household, which delay or prevent
marriage and increase the opportunity cost (in terms of women's earnings)
of having children; and institutions other than the family for obtaining
labour inputs and for providing insurance and welfare, reducing the
benefits of having children.27 Finally, there is striking evidence that, at
least in the modern less-developed world, population growth is negatively
correlated with economic well-being, suggesting that high fertility may
have 'negative externalities' (spill-over costs) for a developing economy.28
In modern less-developed economies, therefore, just as in pre-industrial
Europe, fertility is determined by a complex matrix of economic, social,
and institutional constraints, and rapid population growth does not seem
necessarily to favour development of the economy.
Indeed, from the point of view of modern developing countries, the
most important findings of the 'second generation' of protoindustrialization studies may lie in the realm of social institutions. We
have seen that the incidence, development, and social and demographic
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ramifications of proto-industry in Europe were deeply affected by
institutions. Across Europe, a wide variety of community rules, tenurial
systems, corporate groups, and state structures regulated markets in land,
labour, capital, and output. Even within a single continent - even among
proto-industrial regions producing similar products - this gave rise to a
plethora of different patterns of development. Input and output markets
in present-day developing countries are also affected by a wide variety of
social institutions, some with even greater powers to affect costs and
prices. The research on European proto-industrialization suggests that
economic and social change can only be understood by investigating these
institutional constraints more thoroughly than has yet_been done.
The poorest countries in the world today are facing formidable
questions. How and in what direction should they develop their
economies? In what light should they regard the violent demographic
response to economic and social change, and how should they deal with
it? The debate on European proto-industrialization no longer proffers
simple answers to these questions. But it does point the direction any
satisfactory answers must take. Economic and demographic developments
are not autonomous, but are profoundly influenced by a complex matrix
of institutional constraints. Historians of European proto-industries, by
redirecting research and debate toward these institutional constraints,
may indeed contribute to a better understanding of the problems facing
developing economies today.
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